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arched bridge, and there are silvery olive groves with. here
and there the darker green of orange and lemon trees.
Clustered together are groups of houses, first Cuevas del
Valle and then Mombeltran, with sombre red-tiled
irregular roofs and low, deep eaves jutting out over the
balconies which give an Alpine appearance to these valley
dwellings. Mombeltran has a beautiful square castle, be-
longing to the Duque de Albuquerque, but now, unfortu-
nately, in sad disrepair; from, there the road winds on to
Arenas de San Pedro, the scene of a terrible massacre by
the Reds during August. It was captured by General
Varela's troops in the middle of September, thus effecting
a liaison with Monasterio's cavalry coming down from
the Pico pass.
I have crossed the Sierra de Gredos over a score of times
in fair weather and in foul, and I have never tired of its
constantly changing beauty, now outlined in a clear blue
sky and now with a black, snow-menacing canopy of
clouds overhead and a bitter wind blowing with almost
incredible strength. On one such day I was going back
to Avila, with Mr. Victor Console, the famous photo-
grapher, who was anxious to confide some important
pictures to the official courier so that they should reach
the French frontier speedily, when the snow caught us
before we reached the summit of the pass. We had no
chains for our car wheels, but managed to get out of the
Pico pass all right only to find a snow-covered mountain
plateau in front of us, and finally, to get hopelessly in-
volved in a snow drift on the Menga pass. It was bitterly
cold, and there was the prospect of remaining there for
many hours or else going on foot to Mengamunoz, a small
village about five miles along the road. We were just
making up our minds to abandon the car when a mule
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